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Address GermanSolar AG 
Am Seegraben 9-10 
03051 Cottbus

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Cottbus-based GermanSolar AG is the European partner of the Scandinavian Solarproject A/S, a worldwide group of solar energy companies. The
core competency of GermanSolar AG centres on individual, customised complete photovoltaic system solutions.

All GermanSolar AG components are winners in terms of durability, proven technologies and an attractive appearance. As well as innovative
installation systems and high-quality photovoltaic modules, the range of products is complemented by inverters from the american Power-One global
corporation.

The portfolio of products and services from GermanSolar AG ranges from solutions for small photovoltaic systems in private homes to the general
production of solar power stations. Having already implemented megawatt solar power stations, the GermanSolar AG workforce are expert partners
and a guarantee of the highest standards of quality.

The Danish Solarproject A/S operates state-of-the-art production facilities worldwide and is a leading OEM manufacturer of solar modules.
Scandinavian management guarantees adherence to the highest standards of ISO certification quality. Well over 50 specialists monitor product quality
worldwide.

In 2009/2010, GermanSolar AG is investing in the German site to benefit from the expertise of German engineers in research and development and a
qualified production workforce. German Solar AG is expending in Europe. Local partners are wellcome! GermanSolar AG Experience - Quality -
Expertise
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